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Short Description
This 5 DVD discounted pack contains films by Massimo Mazzucco Including:
The True History Of Marijuana The New American Century Cancer The Forbidin Cures
UFO's And The Military Elite The Second Dallas- Who Killed RFK?
***Note: This pack contains all of Massimo Mazzucco's dvd's except September 11- A
New Pearl Harbor

Descrizione

THE GREAT LIES OF HISTORY
THE TRUE HISTORY OF MARIJUANA: "Even if you think you know all there is to
know about
marijuana, this groundbreaking DVD will blow your mind with its stunning revelations
about the
world's most popular drug. 'The True History of Marijuana' digs deep to expose a worldwide
conspiracy, led by the petrolchemical industry, that has outlawed one of the most useful
plants
known to mankind. Cannabis has been used for thousands of years, in almost every
culture,

in ways you may never have imagined. This shocking DVD will change the way
you think about marijuana forever."
THE NEW AMERICAN CENTURY: As a follow-up to Inganno Globale, The New
American Century
presents the historical, philosophical, economical and political background -- some of
which is
totally unknown to the public -- that lends support to the accusation that the 9/11 terrorist
attacks
were in fact an inside-job. "Historically accurate, narratively captivating, The New
American Century
is one of the best films about the facts behind the 9/11 attacks". -- Webster G. Tarpley
(Historian).
"The New American Century is a stunning film. It should be seen as widely as possible, in
cinemas,
bars, clubs, at meetings and, of course, through the internet. I'm sure the film will
continue to
be a source of debate and political education for many years." -- Ken Loach (British Film
Director).

CANCER THE FORBIDDEN CURES: In the last 100 years dozens of doctors, scientists
and
researchers have come up with the most diverse, apparently effective solutions against
cancer, but none of these was ever taken into serious consideration by official medicine.
Most of them were in fact rejected out-front, even though healings were claimed in the
thousands, their proposers often being labeled as charlatans, ostracized by the medical
community and ultimately forced to leave the country. At the same time more than
20,000
people die of cancer every day, without official medicine being able to offer a true sense
of hope to those affected by it. Why?
UFOS AND THE MILITARY ELITE: This film reviews all the most important cases in
history
in which UFOs have been involved with the military, whether as witnesses or as part of a
cover-up, both in the US and abroad. The larger picture reveals a consistent pattern of
deception, based on public derision and private intimidation, that was started in the 1950s
with the Robertson Panel and was systematically implemented, with the full cooperation
of
the media, for the last 60 years. While we have all been lead to think the ‘Star Wars’
project
was meant to protect the US from a foreign missile attack, the time has come to think

again.
THE SECOND DALLAS – WHO KILLED RFK?: This landmark documentary
summarizes the
best evidence that has ever emerged, contradicting the official story of Robert Kennedy’s
assassination. While sold by the corporate media as an open and shut case against
“Palestinian radical” Sirhan Sirhan, this riveting film presents meticulously researched
evidence, by several independent inestigators, exposing outrageous procedure violations,
blatant forgeries, and unexplained dismissals on the part of the authorities, revealing
a world-class cover-up.
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